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ABSTRACT

Before I write down what is the problem, behind Allah choosing the Jews to be prophets, I first ask 
forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here I try to open the veil that covers the secret about, what is behind 
Allah choosing the Jews to be prophets, from the point of view of the molecular structure of nucleic
acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

There are several verses that become Allah's secret unlocking tool about what is behind Allah 
choosing the Jews to be prophets, namely the verses:

"And We took the Children of Israel across the sea, so when they came to a people who continued 
to worship their idols, the Children of Israel said: "O Moses. make for us a god as they have 
several gods." Moses replied: "Indeed you are a people who do not know (the attributes of God)." 
(Al A'raaf: 7:138)

"And verily We have sent Moses with Our Signs: "Take out your people from darkness to light 
and remind them of the days of Allah." Verily in that are signs for everyone who is patient and 
many grateful (Ibrahim: 14: 5)

"Do you want to ask your Messenger as the Children of Israel asked Moses in ancient times? And
whoever exchanges faith for disbelief, then that person has indeed strayed from the straight path 
(Al Baqarah: 2: 108)

"And the people of Moses, after the departure of Moses to Mount Thur made out of their 
ornaments a calf with a body and a voice. Did they not know that the calf could not speak to them 
and could not show them the way? They made him and they are the wrongdoers (Al A'raaf: 7: 
148)

"Then Moses prayed to his Lord: "Surely they are a sinful people." (Ad Dukhaan: 44:22)

” when Ibrahim said to his father and his people: "What are these statues that you worship 
diligently?" (Al Anbiyaa ': 21: 52) Ibrahim said: "Surely you and your fathers are in clear error."
(Al Anbiyaa ': 21: 54)

Then when he saw the sun rising, he said: "This is my Lord, this is greater." So when the sun was
setting, he said: "O my people, indeed I am free from what you associate with. (Al An'aam: 6: 78)

"Hasn't the news reached you from those before you, the people of Noah, 'Ad, Thamud and those 
after them. No one knows them but Allah. Messengers have come to them with clear proofs and 
they put their hands over their mouths. , and said: "Indeed, we have denied what you were told to 
say, and indeed we are in a very disquieting doubt about what you have invited us to do." 
(Ibrahim: 14:9)

"Then the answer of the people of Abraham, except to say: "Kill or burn him", then Allah saved 
him from the fire. Verily in that are indeed signs of Allah's greatness for those who believe. (Al 
'Ankabuut: 29:24)

In an effort to open the veil of Allah's secret about what is behind Allah choosing the Jews to be 
prophets, I use the basis of deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular 



structure of nucleic acids.

HYPOTHESIS

Here I propose the hypothesis that Allah chose the Jews to be prophets, because the Jews have 
always argued against Allah and the Prophet, viewed from the basic point of Deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA)

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that form a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules arranged in repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine(A), Cytocine(C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 atom oxygen and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

THE JEWISH REFUSION AGAINST THE PROPHET IBRAHIM AND THE PROPHET 
MUSA

Now, we are still trying to focus our minds to reveal the secret hidden behind the verse: "...The 
Children of Israel said: "O Moses. Make for us a god as they have several gods." Musa replied: "Surely 
you are a people who do not know (the attributes of God)." (Al A'raaf: 7:138)

It was clearly seen, where the people of Prophet Moses had openly rebelled against Prophet Moses: 
"...make us a god as they have several gods" (Al A'raaf: 7: 138)

This is one of the disobediences committed by the people of Prophet Moses. They openly deny 
about the One God.

Likewise with the disobedience of the Prophet Abraham "... the Abrahamic people... said: "Kill or 
burn him", then Allah saved him from the fire... (Al 'Ankabuut: 29: 24)

So, clearly, Allah declared that, the people of Prophet Abraham and the people of Prophet Moses 
had openly disobeyed Prophet Abraham and Prophet Moses and did not acknowledge the One God.

ALLAH CHOOSE A PROPHET FROM THE JEWS BECAUSE THE JEWS ALWAYS 
REFUSE THE PROPHETS FROM THE JEWS AND DO NOT ACKNOWLEDGE THE 
ONE GOD

Now, let's unveil the secret behind the verse: "...The apostles came to them with clear evidence and 
they covered their hands to their mouths and said: "Indeed, we have denied what you were told to say, 
and indeed we in disquieting doubt as to what you brought us to him." (Ibrahim: 14:9)

Well, it turns out, here it is clear that Allah has described that the Jews, whose prophets were from 
the Jews, had openly "... denied what you were told to say... (Ibrahim: 14: 9)

So, as long as the Jews always disobey their Prophet and deny the One God, so long as Allah 



continues to choose Prophets from the Jews, all the way to Prophet Isa.

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secret hidden behind the verse: "...The 
Children of Israel said: "O Moses. Make for us a god as they have several gods." Musa replied: "Surely 
you are a people who do not know (the attributes of God)." (Al A'raaf: 7:138)

It was clearly seen, where the people of Prophet Moses had openly rebelled against Prophet Moses: 
"...make us a god as they have several gods" (Al A'raaf: 7: 138)

This is one of the disobediences committed by the people of Prophet Moses. They openly deny 
about the One God.

Likewise with the disobedience of the Prophet Abraham "... the Abrahamic people... said: "Kill or 
burn him", then Allah saved him from the fire... (Al 'Ankabuut: 29: 24)

So, clearly, Allah declared that, the people of Prophet Abraham and the people of Prophet Moses 
had openly disobeyed Prophet Abraham and Prophet Moses and did not acknowledge the One God.

Now, let's unveil the secret behind the verse: "...The apostles came to them with clear evidence and 
they covered their hands to their mouths and said: "Indeed, we have denied what you were told to say, 
and indeed we in disquieting doubt as to what you brought us to him." (Ibrahim: 14:9)

Well, it turns out, here it is clear that Allah has described that the Jews, whose prophets were from 
the Jews, had openly "... denied what you were told to say... (Ibrahim: 14: 9)

So, as long as the Jews always disobey their Prophet and deny the One God, so long as Allah 
continues to choose Prophets from the Jews, all the way to Prophet Isa.
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